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ABSTRACT Single pituitary cells often fire spontaneous action potentials (APs), which are believed to underlie spiking
fluctuations in cytosolic calcium concentration ([Ca2+]1). To address how these basal [Ca2+]1 fluctuations depend on changes
in plasma membrane voltage (V), simultaneous measurements of V and [Ca2+]1 were performed in rat pituitary gonadotrophs.
The data show that each [Ca2+]i spike is produced by the Ca2+ entry during a single AP. Using these and previously obtained
patch-clamp data, we develop a quantitative mathematical model of this plasma membrane oscillator and the accompanying
spatiotemporal [Ca2+]i oscillations. The model demonstrates that AP-induced [Ca2+]i spiking is prominent only in a thin shell
layer neighboring the cell surface. This localized [Ca2+], spike transiently activates the Ca2+-dependent K+ current resulting
in a sharp afterhyperpolarization following each voltage spike. In accord with experimental observations, the model shows
that the frequency and amplitude of the voltage spikes are highly sensitive to current injection and to the blocking of the
Ca2+-sensitive current. Computations also predict that, leaving the membrane channels intact, the firing rate can be modified
by changing the Ca2+ handling parameters: the Ca2+ diffusion rate, the Ca2+ buffering capacity, and the plasma membrane
Ca2+ pump rate. Finally, the model suggests reasons that spontaneous APs were seen in some gonadotrophs but not in
others. This model provides a basis for further exploring how plasma membrane electrical activity is involved in the control
of cytosolic calcium level in unstimulated as well as agonist-stimulated gonadotrophs.
INTRODUCTION
Secretory cells in the anterior pituitary gland are electrically
excitable. Spontaneous action potentials (APs) have been
recorded in several types of normal pituitary cells, including
lactotrophs (Ingram et al., 1986; Lewis et al., 1988), soma-
totrophs (Lewis et al., 1988), gonadotrophs (Kukuljan et al.,
1992), melanotrophs (Valentijn et al., 1991), and also some
pituitary cell lines (Kidokoro, 1975; Adler et al., 1983; Korn
et al., 1991). The firing frequency is -1 Hz or lower
(Stojilkovic and Catt, 1992). In some experiments, the spon-
taneous firing of APs was found sensitive to both dihydro-
pyridine (DHP) calcium channel blockers and the sodium
channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) (Adler et al., 1983;
Biales et al., 1977), while in others only to DHP (Kidokoro,
1975; Dufy et al., 1979, Guerineau et al., 1991; Kukuljan et
al., 1992). The ionic bases of voltage spiking in these cells
have been extensively studied. Thus, two types of voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels, the T-type (fast and transient) and the
L-type (long-lasting and DHP-sensitive), were found in all
pituitary cell types studied so far (Dubinsky and Oxford,
1984; Lewis et al., 1988; Simasko et al., 1988; Stutzin et al.,
1989; Marchetti et al., 1990, Bosma and Hille, 1992; Gueri-
neau et al., 1991; Keja and Kits, 1994). TIX-sensitive
sodium channels were also found in some of the pituitary
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cells (Dubinski and Oxford, 1984; Marchetti et al., 1990;
Mason and Skidar, 1988; Tse and Hille, 1993).
Calcium imaging and photometric experiments in un-
stimulated pituitary cells also revealed spiking fluctuations
in cytoplasmic Ca21 concentration ([Ca2+]i) around a basal
level of 140 - 220 nM. These low-amplitude fluctuations
were observed in gonadotrophs (lida et al., 1991; Rawlings
et al., 1991), somatotrophs (Holl et al., 1988), corticotrophs
(Guerineau et al., 1991), lactotrophs (Nelson and Hinkle,
1994), and GH cell lines (Schlegel et al., 1987). The fre-
quency fluctuates in single cell recordings and varies from
cell to cell. However, clearly separated, identifiable [Ca2+]i
spikes were recorded only during low frequency (<1 Hz)
oscillations. Each spike is characterized by a sharp upstroke
followed by a long tail of slow decay. The sensitivity of
these [Ca2+]i fluctuations to extracellular Ca2+ concentra-
tion ([Ca2+le) and to Ca2+ channel blockers indicates that
these [Ca2+]i oscillations are produced by Ca2+ entry
through voltage-dependent channels on the plasma mem-
brane (lida et al., 1991). In accord with this, coincident
measurements of membrane potential (V) and [Ca2+]i in
GH3 cells showed that spontaneous firing could initiate
[Ca21]i oscillations (Schlegel et al., 1987).
Because the spontaneous oscillator operates in the ab-
sence of agonist and is driven by plasma membrane elec-
trical activity, Berridge (1990) calls it the "plasma mem-
brane oscillator" to avoid confusing it with the cytoplasmic
calcium oscillator that involves Ca2+ release from intracel-
lular stores, activated by second messengers such as the
inositol trisphosphate (InsP3) and the cADP ribose. Plasma
membrane oscillators are known to play physiologically
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significant roles in some pituitary endocrine cells. Ca2+
entry induced by AP firing was found necessary for basal
hormone secretion in lactotrophs and somatotrophs (Stojilk-
ovic et al., 1988) and for refilling intracellular Ca2+ pools
after depletion caused by agonist-induced Ca2+ release in
somatotrophs and gonadotrophs (Thorner et al., 1988;
Kukuljan et al., 1994).
The present work further explores quantitatively the re-
lation between the voltage firing and associated [Ca21]i
spiking in unstimulated pituitary cells. A mechanistic bio-
physical model is developed and analyzed to account for the
observed behaviors and to make further predictions. The
cell model in our present study, the pituitary gonadotroph, is
of special interest to a general understanding of Ca2+ sig-
naling in pituitary cells. When stimulated by its physiolog-
ical agonist, gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), tran-
sients of large amplitude [Ca2+]i spikes were recorded (see
review by Stojilkovic and Catt, 1992). Therefore, two
[Ca2+]i oscillators coexist and interact in gonadotrophs, a
plasma membrane oscillator and a cytoplasmic oscillator
(Stojilkovic et al., 1992; Li et al., 1994). Complete under-
standing of Ca2+ signaling in stimulated cells depends not
only on the properties of the two individual oscillators when
dissociated, but also on their properties when coupled
(Keizer and De Young, 1993; Y. X. Li, S. S. Stojilkovic, J.
Keizer, and J. Rinzel, manuscript in preparation).
Our plasma membrane oscillator model is described by a
Hodgkin-Huxley-like set of equations (Hodgkin and Hux-
ley, 1952) coupled to the equation for Ca2+ diffusion into
the cell center. The gating equations for the ionic channels
are based on whole-cell patch-clamp data from gonado-
trophs. Here, focusing on the plasma membrane oscillator
for unstimulated cells, we assume that the cytoplasm of the
model cell is passive; it allows neither agonist-induced
[Ca2+]i oscillations nor Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release. How-
ever, it underlies [Ca2+]i homeostasis, i.e., the maintenance
of a fixed calcium level. The model enables us to understand
the [Ca21]i fluctuations associated with plasma membrane
electrical activity, and moreover to suggest reasons why
spontaneous APs were found in some gonadotrophs but not
in others.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mathematical model
Previous experiments suggest that the plasma membrane electrical activity
of gonadotrophs is determined primarily by two types of Ca21 channels
and two types of K+ channels (Stutzin et al., 1989; Marcheti et al., 1990;
Kukuljan et al., 1992; Tse and Hille, 1993). Using the data from these
experiments, we formulate a Hodgkin-Huxley-type model, beginning with
the current balance equation:
CmV Iapp ICa-L ICa-T 'IK-DR' IK-Ca IL (1)
Here, lCa-L represents the high-threshold voltage-activated, dihydropyri-
dine-sensitive Ca2+ current given by 'Ca-L = gCa_LmL Ca(V) where mL is
the activation gating variable and OCa(V) is the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
CO exp(-zcFVIRT)]I[l - exp(-zcaFV/R7)], with zc. = 2. In 4bca, we
replaced the time-varying [Ca2+]i by a constant C;, since changes in the
driving force caused by [Ca21]i variation within the physiological range
have little effect on the electrical activity of the model (not shown); CO is
the extracellular Ca2+ concentration. ICa-T is a transient Ca2+ current
(similar, but not identical, to the T-type current found in some neurons),
written here as ICa-T = gCa-ThT4Ca(V), where m, and hT are the
activation and inactivation gating variables.
Our analysis of experimental data (E. Rojas, unpublished results) for
the delayed-rectifier K+ channel leads to the following representation:
IK-DR = gK-DRnOK where activation n appears linearly, and again we use
a GHK driving force. Our model also has a small leakage current, IL =
gL(V VL).
Each voltage-dependent gating variable q satisfies an equation of the
form:
q = (q. - q)/Tq (2)
where the equilibrium function is Boltzmann-like: qO,(V) = 1/[1 +
exp(-(V - Vq)/kq)] and the time constant functions for mL and m, satisfy
Tq(V) = Tq X r(V) with 7(V) defined by
1
T(V) = exp[(V VT)/kT] + 2 exp[-2(V VT)/kT] (3)
The time constants, ThT and Tnk, are voltage independent. A sodium current
has been seen in gonadotrophs (Marcheti et al., 1990; Tse and Hille, 1993)
and was shown to increase the AP amplitude when the membrane was
released from hyperpolarization (Tse and Hille, 1993). However, since its
role in spontaneous AP firing is limited as compared with that of the Ca2+
currents (Kukuljan et al., 1992), we do not include it in our model.
To describe quantitatively IK-Ca, the apamin-sensitive Ca2+-activated
K+ current, we note that its current-voltage relation is almost linear
(Kukuljan et al., 1992, 1994) and that it responds to changing [Ca2+]i
almost instantaneously. Thus, we use:
-c
'4-R
IK-Ca ' K-Ca Ccn + K: OK (4)
where CR is the calcium concentration at the inner face of the plasma
membrane.
The available experimental voltage-clamp data, as cited above, were
used to obtain values for the biophysical parameters for the voltage-gated
ionic currents of our model (see Table 1). Peak and/or steady-state I - V
relations were calculated for these currents (peak values of Ca21 currents
were obtained for step increases in V from a holding value of -80 mV).
From these I - V curves (not shown) we estimated the magnitudes of these
currents. Thus, the maximum peak Ca21 current can reach 250 pA. The
outward IK-DR can reach 280 pA for V = 0 mV. For V between -40 and
0 mV, the I- V curves for IK-DR and IK-c. (at [Ca21]i = 1 ,AM) are
almost linear with slopes (i.e., conductances) of -12 and 1.5 nS, respec-
tively. Within the same voltage range, the maximum slopes (conductances)
are roughly 7 and 12 nS in the I- V curves of ICa-T (peak) and ICa-L
(steady state).
We complete our formulation with a reaction-diffusion equation for
calcium concentration, C = [Ca2+]i, in the passive cytoplasm of the model
cell:
ac
= 1-(C C) + DV2C in cell interior
ac
DoA jpm = Xa[ICa-T + ICa-L] Jpump
a r=R
(5)
(GHK) expression (see Hille, 1984) for the driving force Oca(V) = V[Ci -
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TABLE I Parameter values of the plasma membrane model
Parameter Model value Experimental value Source/reference
d.11 (cell diameter) 20 Am 15 - 25 ,um This paper
Vcell (cell volume) 4.2 pL
Acell (cell surface area) 1250,Tm2 dc
Cm (cell surface capacity) 12.5 pF [1(puFIcm2)]Aceii
f([Ca2+ Iet[Ca2+] l) 0.01 0.01 Neher and Augustine (1992), Tse et al. (1994)
V.11 (Ve11/f) 420 pL V.111f
a(1/2FAc.11) 4.144(uM * t,m/s * pA) 1/(2F Acell)
13(Acel,/Vell) 0.3 ,um Aceil/Vcell
FRT (FI(RT)) 0.0375 mV-1 F/(R7)
C.9 Ci 2.5, 2 *10-4 mM 2.5, 2* 10-4 mM Kukuljan et al. (1992, 1994)
Ko, kj 5, 140 mM 5, 140 mM Kukuljan et al. (1992, 1994)
gca-L 6.8 nS/mM 6.2 nS/mM Stutzin et al. (1989)
gCa-T 7.5 nS/mM 6.8 nS/mM Stutzin et al. (1989)
gK-DR 0.1 nS/mM 0.12 nS/mM *
,K-Ca Kc, nc 0.06 nS/mM, 0.6 ,uM, 4 Kukuljan et al. (1992)
g1 0.02 nS
Vml, km, -12, 12 mV -12, 13 mV Stutzin et al. (1989)
Vmt, kmt -30, 9 mV -30,9 mV Stutzin et al. (1989)
Vmh, kmh -50, 4 mV -43, 7 mV Stutzin et al. (1989)
V1k, kfk -5.1, 12.5 mV -5.1, 12.5 mV *
VT, kT -60, 22 mV -60, 22 mV
VI -55 mV
tmi 30 ms 30 ms *
tmt 10 ms 10 ms *
Tht 15 ms 15 ms *
Tnk 22.5 ms 22.5 ms *
vp, Kp, np 12(,M * ,m/s), 0.1 ,AM, 2
D, Do 20, 800 AM2. S-1 15, 300 Axm2 _ S-1 Allbritton et al. (1992)
T 0.5 s
Ceq 0.1 JIM
Parameter values in our model and the corresponding experimental values. Most channel parameters acquire values directly measured in experiments. For
each experimental value provided here, the reference source is cited (in right column). Notice that * stands for (unpublished) parameter values obtained
in analyzing the whole-cell patch-clamp data provided by Dr. Eduardo Rojas and his colleagues. Since the GHK driving force (4(V) with a unit of
mV * mM) is used in our model, all effective conductances (except g,) bear a unit of nS/mM.
where V2 is the Laplacian operator in spherical coordinates, r is the
distance from the center of the spherical cell, and the R is the radius of
the cell. For all simulations here we assume that C has a spherically
symmetric profile, C = C(r, t). The only nonlinearity appears in the
boundary condition at the cell surface. D and DO are respectively the
Ca2' diffusion coefficients in buffered and buffer-free cytoplasmic
media (Alibritton et al., 1992), and experimental estimates of the values
of T, D, and DO have been achieved (see Table 1). We use DO in the
boundary condition because calcium enters the cell unbound. The net
calcium flux across the membranes is the difference between inward
flux through the calcium channels and outward Ca2+ extrusion by the
Ca2+ pump, jpumpg where
C41P
ipump= vpCP+
R
(6)
"R p
Again, CR is the Ca2+ concentration at the inner face of the plasma
membrane. a involves Faraday's constant and the cell surface area, vp is the
maximum flux density of the pump. The passive cytoplasm is characterized
by a time constant T for restoring C to its equilibrium level Ceq by
intracellular Ca2+ pools.
For numerical simulations, we introduce a new variable U = r(C - Ceq)
and obtain a simpler diffusion problem (Crank, 1975):
au U a2U
-=--+ D
clt T 1
U(O, t)= O
au Rjpm(t) U(R,t)
ar r-R R
in cell interior
at cell center (7)
at cell surface
where the boundary condition at the cell center is determined by the
definition of U(r, t). Therefore, the calcium distribution is determined from
C(r, t) - Ceq = U(r, t)/r, and with special consideration at r = 0, using
l'Hopital's rule, we have C(O, t) - Ceq = aU/arl=O.
Numerical methods
The ordinary differential equations (ode) for a reduced model with a
lumped cytoplsam (see Results) were integrated using Gear's method with
Li et al. 787
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error tolerance parameter equal to10-9. Bifurcation diagrams of ode
solutions (see Fig. 3 C) were computed using AUTO (Doedel, 1981) as
incorporated in Bard Ermentrout's program XP-PAUT (email:
bard@mthbard.math.pitt.edu). The partial differential equation (pde) of our
full model was discretized and solved with the Crank-N-colson method
with Sr = 0.05,um andSt = 0.1ms. This parameter choice guarantees
satisfactory accuracy and convergence, as tested by comparison with the
analytical solution for fixed Ca21 influx at the plasma membrane. Periodic
solutions for the bifurcation diagram of the pde (see Fig. 8) were obtained
by numerically integrating the equations, allowing transients to die out.
Steady states can be obtained analytically (see Appendix).
Experimental procedures
Gonadotrophs were prepared by enzymatic dispersion of anterior pituitary
glands obtained from ovariectomized rats as described in Stojilkovic et al.,
1992. Cells were incubated in median 199 at37°C in 5% C02, 95% air, and
used in electrophysiological and[Ca21]i measurements 48-72 h after
plating. Cells were placed on the stage of an inverted microscope and
membrane potential was measured under current clamp conditions using
the nystatin-perforated patch clamp technique. Extracellular medium for
recording consisted of (in mM) 141 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2.6 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10
Na-HEPES (pH = 7.35), and 5 glucose. Electrodes were pulled from soft
capillary glass (2 - 4MfQ ) andfiled with a solution containing (in mM):
120 K aspartate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, and 3 MgCl2 (pH = 7.15 with
NaOH). Nystatin (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) was added from a
stock solution in dimethylsulfoxide to obtain a final concentration of 100
- 200 jig/ml. Membrane potential measurements were carried out using an
EPC-7 patch amplifier (List-Electronics, Darmstadt-Eberstadt, Germany).
Liquid junction potentials were compensated before starting each experi-
ment.
For simultaneous recording of V and [Ca2+]1, cells plated on glass
coverslip were incubated for 45 - 60 min in a loading solution containing
Indo-1 AM (2,uM) and pluronic acid (0.02%) of the following composition
(in mM): 141 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2.6 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 Na-HEPES, 5
NaHCO3, and 5 D-glucose, pH = 7.4. Cells were placed on the stage of an
inverted microscope provided with two splitter-filter cassettes. One beam
splitter was used to send the excitation light (350 ± 10nm) to the cells and
the fluorescent light emitted by Indo-1 acid within the cells (>400 nm) to
the second cassette. The second dichroic miffor was used to split the
fluorescent light into beams of light centered at 410 and 485 nm (±5 nm),
respectively. The intensity of the light at each wavelength was continously
measured using a photomultiplier.
RESULTS
Calcium oscillations due to spontaneous
action potentials
Spontaneous voltage firing in gonadotrophs is associated
with marked changes in [Ca2+]i. Fig. 1 A shows a simulta-
neous record of the membrane potential V and [Ca2+]i in a
single identified gonadotroph. [Ca2+]i increases concomi-
tantly with V to a maximum of -100 nM above the basal.
The enlarged time course of two APs and the accompanying
[Ca2+]i spikes in Fig. 1 B clearly demonstrate the one-to-
one correspondence of the voltage and the [Ca2+]i spikes
previously recorded in separate electrophysiological and
calcium measurements. V slowly ramps up before reaching
a spiking threshold and sharply hyperpolarizes after the
spike. The voltage spike causes a rapid [Ca2+]i upstroke,
while the slow decay of [Ca2+]i between spikes mirrors the
slow up-ramp of V.
A
E
.
0
Time (seconds)
B
E
E
'5
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Time (seconds)
FIGURE 1 Simultaneous recording of membrane voltage V and [Ca21]i
during spontaneous firing of APs in a single identified gonadotroph.
[Ca2+]1 was monitored with the fluorescent probe Indo-1 during electro-
physiological recordings obtained with the patch clamp technique in nys-
tatin-perforated whole cell configuration (see Experimental Procedures).[Ca21]i measurement covers the whole cytoplasmic volume. The voltage
profile and frequency did not differ from those observed in Indo-free cells
indicating that the dye-loading did not affect the plasma membrane oscil-
lator. Here, AP occurred spontaneously without any stimulation. The cell
was identified as a gonadotroph by showing typical GnRH-induced re-
sponses when GnRH was applied at the end of the experiment. (A) Time
courses of V (top, ) and [Ca21]i (bottom,. ). The calculated [Ca2+]i
amplitude was about 100 nM above the basal. (B) Profiles of two action
potentials and the coincident [Ca21]i fluctuations are plotted with an
extended time scale.
In the majority of cells observed (-70%) the AP spike
does not overshoot 0 mV (Fig. 1). In other cells, however,
an AP can reach +5 to +15 mV (Fig. 2B). Each AP can be
thought of as having two phases, the (depolarizing) spike
phase and the (hyperpolarized) interspike phase. Comparing
APs recorded from different cells (Fig. 2 A), little difference
was found among spikes except in the peak amplitude.
However, the slope and duration of the ramping depolariza-
tion in the interspike phase varied considerably. Therefore,
AP frequency often changes in a given cell (stochastically
and/or slowly drifting) and from cell to cell. The frequency
is very sensitive to current injections. A small depolarizing
current (1 pA) can significantly accelerate the AP firing(Fig. 2 B), and hyperpolarizing current injections of similar
magnitude eliminate the APs (not shown). The frequency
rarely exceeded 2 Hz but could be as low as 0.1 Hz; 1 Hz
was typical. However, good quality records of simulta-
neously measured membrane potential and cystosolic cal-
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FIGURE 2 Characterization of APs in single pituitary gonadotrophs. (A)
Volgate time course of spontaneous AP firing recorded from two isolated
cells. One cell fires with the typical frequency of 1 Hz ( ); the other
fires at about 0.5 Hz (. ). Only one period out of a train of repetitive APs
is plotted for the dotted trace. (B) Sensitivity of the firing frequency to
current injection is demonstrated by two step increases in Iapp
cium (Fig. 1) were generally obtained only for low fre-
quency oscillations.
The lumped cytoplasm approximation
In models for intracellular calcium handling one frequently
treats calcium as time-varying but spatially uniform in a
specified region of the cytoplasmic volume, adjacent to the
plasma membrane. For a small cell, this region might be the
entire cytoplasmic volume of the cell. This is equivalent to
assuming a large diffusion coefficient.
To gain more insight into the effects of diffusion, we
briefly consider this limiting situation. Our calcium trans-
port equation and boundary condition are now replaced by:
Cav = (Ceq - Cav)/T + fI3ipm (8)
where Ipm9 defined in Eq. 5, is the net Ca2+ flux through the
plasma membrane; f is the Ca2+ buffering factor of the
cytoplasm (Neher and Augustine, 1992; Tse et al., 1994;
Wagner and Keizer, 1994); 13 is the surface-to-volume ratio
(see Table 1).
This lumped cytoplasm model shows spontaneous firing
of APs when Ceq is not too large (Fig. 3 A). However, as
compared with experimentally measured profiles (Fig. 1),
the frequency is too high and the V variation is almost
0
0--
_5
C"=0.3
-80
0.26
/ 0.1
-40/- j / /~~~~~ V(mV)
OSC(max)
SS
OSC(min) ~
.I I I
-2
-41
C
0
E
-40
-80
0..0 0.1 0.2
Ciq(RM)
0.3 0.4
FIGURE 3 The plasma membrane oscillator with lumped cytoplasm
described by Eqs. 1-4, 8. (A) Time course of plasma membrane voltage V
( ) and the spatially averaged cytoplasmic calcium concentration Cay
(. ). Notice the high frequency (>3 Hz) and the absence of afterhy-
perpolarization in V. (B) Total current at equilibrium, I.., for V clamped at
values between -80 and -40 mV. Zones of I.. correspond to steady states
of the model. When C,q is high (e.g., 0.3 ,uM), V rests at around -80 mV;
when Ceq is low (0.1 pM), it stays at about -40 mV. For intermediate C.,
values (e.g., 0.26 AM), the ISS curve has three zero-crossings, correspond-
ing to three possible steady states of V; two are stable (bistability), and the
middle one is unstable. (C) Overall behavior as a function of Ceq in a
bifurcation diagram. Steady state value of V as a function of Ceq is labeled
SS. Maximum and minimum of V during tonic AP spiking are also plotted
against C,q (labeled OSC). The unstable states (not complete here) are
plotted (- - -). Standard parameter values in Table 1 were used.
sinusoidal in contrast to the sharp afterhyperpolarization
(the vertical downstroke in V immediately after the peak in
Fig. 1). Because of the rapid transport of Ca2+ away from
the plasma membrane in this models, the effects of calcium
on the hyperpolarizing current IK-Ca and the electrical
activity are underestimated.
In addition to the spontaneous oscillatory activity, this
reduced model also shows the coexistence of a stable resting
state with the oscillatory state. This resting state corre-
sponds to a zero-crossing of the steady-state current-voltage
relation, IS- V. The combined action of the four currents
in the model results in an N-shaped IS - V curve (Fig. 3 B).
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If Ceq is large, ISS is mostly outward having a single zero
crossing with V VK; the rest state is hyperpolarized. At
lower levels of Ceq, the rest level is around -40 mV. In an
intermediate range, there is bistability. The dependence of
these steady potential levels on Ceq is summarized in the
bifurcation diagram of Fig. 3 C. The autorhythmic state is
also represented here, by the two nearly horizontal curves
(labeled OSC) for the maximum and minimum V values
during the spontaneous membrane oscillations. The basic
structure of this diagram is also found for the full model
(described below), including bistability, in certain parame-
ter regimes.
Action potentials and spatiotemporal
oscillations of [Ca2+]i
To overcome the shortcomings of the lumped model, we
now study the full model (Eqs. 1-5) and thereby take into
account the localized distribution of Ca21 that enters
through voltage-gated calcium channels. We do not, how-
ever, represent the extremely high localization of Ca2+ at
the mouth of an open Ca2+ channel. While [Ca2+]i can
reach hundreds of ,uM in such domains, these localized
peaks are physiologically relevant only for co-localized
processes with time scales faster than that of Ca2+ binding
to its buffers (Llinas et al., 1992; Roberts, 1994). In our
case, we do not suspect such co-localization, and the time
scales of interest are slower than those for buffering and for
the lateral spread and spatial averaging of Ca2+ in a layer
neighboring the plasma membrane. Thus we consider only
radial diffusion, and expect that the laterally equilibrated
[Ca2+]i might reach at most 1 ,uM after a depolarizing
voltage pulse (Hernandez-Cruz et al., 1990; Sala and
Hema'ndez-Cruz, 1990).
Fig. 4 shows the time courses of membrane potential V
and [Ca2+]i computed with our full model. The theoretical
calcium time course in Fig. 4 A represents the instantaneous,
spatially averaged [Ca2+]i, Cav(t); it corresponds to the
calcium measurement in experiments. The computed pro-
files in Fig. 4 A agree well (in amplitudes, shapes, and
phasic relationships) with the experimentally observed ones
(Fig. 1 B), as selected from slower cells that allow simul-
taneous measurement of V and [Ca2+]i (Kukuljan et al.,
1992; Stojilkovic et al., 1992). The simulated spikes have
frequency closer to those of typical experiments in which
voltage only is recorded. Moreover, in contrast to results
with a lumped cytoplasm model, the computed voltage
shows the sharp afterhyperpolarization typical of the ob-
served APs (Fig. 1). This is because [Ca2+]j, highly elevated
near the plasma membrane, strongly and promptly activates
the outward current IK-Ca. The computed Cav time course
shows a sharp rise and slow fall, as does the experimental
record (Iida et al., 1991, and Fig. 1 B). Here again, in
contrast to Fig. 3, the sharp rise reflects the localization of
Ca2+. Examining the temporal relationship between V and
Cay we see that Ca, starts increasing when V exceeds -50
A
E
0
-40
-80
B
V
0
-80 a
0 0
1
t (sec)
nV)
A !~
t (sec)
0.3
c
0-
0.1
C (gM)
0.6
2
FIGURE 4 (A) Time course of V ( ) and the spatially averaged
cytoplasmic calcium concentration Ca, (----) predicted by the full diffu-
sion model governed by Eqs. 1-4 and 5. (B) 3D representation of the
spatiotemporal oscillations of C(r,t) (shaded surface) during repetitive
voltage firing computed with the model. The horizontal axis is time; the
vertical axis on the right specifies the scale for C(r,t). The accompanying
variation in V is plotted as the thick solid curve on the V - t plane, with
the left vertical axis for its scale. The direction pointing out of the paper is
the spatial variable r denoting the distance from the cell's center (r = 0).
The amplitude of C oscillations neighboring the plasma membrane (r = 10
,um) exceeds 0.5 ,uM, while it is negligible at the center. Parameter values
in Table 1 were used.
mV (where the Ca2+ currents activate); Cav peaks only 12
ms after V peaks. The rapid upstroke of Cav follows closely
the spiking of V and occurs when V starts a sharp down-
stroke, while the slow decay of Cav between spikes appears
to mirror the slow up-ramp of V.
The complete spatio-temporal profile of C(r, t) during an
AP can be seen as the shaded surface in the 3D plot of Fig.
4 B. The temporal profile of the AP (Fig. 4 B, thick curve)
is also projected onto the plane, r = R = 10 ,um, where the
plasma membrane is located. We notice first that Ca2+ is
highly localized near the cell surface, agreeing well with the
idea that Ca2+ is a local cytoplasmic messenger with an
action range of -5 gm (Allbritton et al., 1992). At locations
more than 5 ,um from the plasma membrane, C(r, t) is little
affected by the AP-induced Ca2+ entry. At the center of
the cell, C(O, t) hardly changes. Note also that, at the
plasma membrane, CR varies as rapidly as the membrane
potential V.
In Fig. 5, we further identify factors that contribute to the
dynamic profiles of C and V. The individual ionic currents
and the plasma membrane Ca2+ fluxes during the depolar-
ized phase of an AP are plotted in Fig. 5, B and C, allowing
comparison of their relative amplitudes and temporal rela-
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FIGURE 5 (A) Simultaneous plots of plasma membrane voltage V
), calcium concentration at the plasma membrane CR(-- - -), and the
spatial average of Ca21 concentration Cay (. ) to show their phase
relationships. CR peaks about 10 ms after V peaks. (B) Individual currents
through plasma membrane ionic channels. The tiny leak current IL, which
varies between -0.5 1 pA, is not shown. The two inward (negative)
currents are ICaT (--- - -) and 'Ca-L ( ); the two outward currents are
IK-DR(-- - -) and 'K-Ca ( ). (C) Total inward (Jin, ) and outward
(out --- -) Ca2+ fluxes across the plasma membrane during the voltage
spike phase of a cycle. Jrn is due to voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, and Jout
is determined by the plasma membrane Ca2+ pump activity. Parameter
values are as in Fig. 4.
tionships. The membrane-localized [Ca21]i (CR) fluctuation
amplitude is about five times that of the spatially averaged
concentration (Fig. 5 A). However, during part of the hy-
perpolarization phase of the cycle before the AP, CR is
actually lower than Cav. At such times, diffusion is carrying
Ca2+ from the interior toward the membrane, where active
Ca2+ pumping acts as a sink. In the wake of the AP, the
slow decay of CR means that IK-Ca slowly deactivates,
thereby accounting for the gradual rise of V toward the
threshold for the next autoregenerative spike.
The voltage-gated ionic currents are substantial during
the brief depolarized phase (Fig. 5 B), but otherwise are
quite small. The leak current, always <1 pA, is outward
during the spike and inward during the afterhyperpolariza-
tion between spikes (not shown). The transient Ca2+ current
ICa-T helps initiate the AP upstroke but then largely inac-
tivates even before ICa-L peaks. Notice that CR begins to
decrease while the membrane is still depolarized and ICa-L
is still providing Ca2+ influx. This decrease reflects the
diffusive transport of Ca2+ away from the membrane. The
K+ currents and ICa-L peak at about the same time. The
sum of the outward currents exceeds ICa-L, thereby under-
lying the repolarization of the membrane.
During the afterhyperpolarization between two spikes, all
the currents are <0.5 pA. In the first half of the interspike
interval, IK-Ca is significantly higher than the Ca2+ currents
and IK-DR- It is approximately balanced by the leak current,
inward during the interval. This approximate balance means
that V shows pseudo-steady state behavior, but the mem-
brane slowly depolarizes as CR slowly decays. Later in the
interspike interval, IK-DR, 'Ca-T, and ICa-L join the bal-
ance, as they begin to increase slowly. As the depolarization
continues, V eventually reaches threshold; the balance is lost
and the inward currents rise rapidly to initiate the next spike.
Fig. 5 C shows the corresponding calcium fluxes during
a fraction of one oscillation cycle centered at the voltage
peak. Jin (peak value, 0.697 fmol/s) is much larger than Jou1t
(0.0146 fmol/s) during this phase. During the rest of the
cycle, Jot dominates. The length of the interspike interval
determines whether the net flux is inward or outward. For
the parameter values used in Fig. 5, about 3/8 of the Ca21
that enters the cell is extruded in each cycle. In a more
complete model, which considers a much longer time scale
to treat the dynamic establishment of homeostasis, Ceq and
firing frequency would be slowly changing. The situation
shown here would correspond to a phase of slowly loading
the intracellular Ca2+ pools. With such loading, Ceq would
increase because of higher passive leak out of the pool(s)
and spiking would decrease in frequency and maybe even
terminate. Such slow changes would then tend toward bal-
ancing entry with extrusion to achieve true homeostasis in
unstimulated cells.
Dependence of spontaneous activity on
physiological parameters
The subtle balance of currents during the interspike interval
makes the oscillator extremely sensitive to current injec-
tions. Model simulations in Fig. 6 A show that a tiny
hyperpolarizing current injection can eliminate spontaneous
APs, and depolarizing current strongly accelerates the os-
cillations. This predicted sensitivity to current injection is
consistent with the corresponding experiments shown in
Fig. 2 and with the observed variability in the duration of
interspike intervals within a given cell and from cell to cell.
As we have noted, the Ca2+-dependent current, IK-Ca,
controls the length of the interspike interval. Indeed, the
oscillation frequency of the model increases dramatically if
this current is reduced. Fig. 6 B shows that the calculated
frequency increases about five times when the conductance
gK-Ca is decreased to zero. As one expects, the after-
hyperpolarization is completely eliminated. When gK_ca is
increased by a factor to of two (in Fig. 6 B at t = 19 s), the
amplitude decreases and complex oscillations occur. When
gK-Ca is very large, simple oscillations reappear but with
small amplitude (V varies between -70 and -40 mV).
The slow tail of CR and the slow dynamics of C(r, t) at
sites more distant from the membrane result from the slow
rate of jpump, the limited speed of buffered Ca2+ diffusion,
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FIGURE 6 Sensitivity of spontaneous APs to current injection and to
block of the Ca2+-dependent current demonstrated by model simulation.
(A) A depolarizing current of 1 pA increases the frequency significantly,
while a tiny hyperpolarizing current abolishes spontaneous AP firing. (B)
Eliminating the Ca2+-dependent current does not stop the oscillation but
strongly increases the frequency and eliminates the afterhyperpolarization.
Enhanced gKCa can result in complex oscillations. Notice the different
time scales in (A) and (B). Parameter values are as in Fig. 4 except that in
(B), T = 1 s, Ceq = 0.15 AM, vp = 15 AM * tmIs, D, Do = 15, 600 Am2/s.
and the slow time constant of Ca2+ homeostasis in the cell.
The oscillation frequency is sensitive to the parameter val-
ues that describe these calcium-handling processes. Fig. 7 A
shows that decreasing the plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPase
rate slows the oscillation. Fig. 7 B demonstrates that the AP
firing rate drops significantly when the Ca2+ buffering
capacity is increased, modeled here by decreasing D and 1/T
by the same the factorfb. In either case, the peak amplitude
only changes slightly for most of the parameter ranges
where oscillations occur. There are two effects of increasing
the (immobile) Ca2+ buffer. It reduces the diffusion coef-
ficient and facilitates Ca2+ localization, which should slow
the oscillation. On the other hand, buffer sequestration of
Ca21 tends to reduce [Ca2+]i locally. The former effect is
dominant for the immobile buffer. This result has implica-
tions for the buffering effects of some mobile fluorescent
dyes. They can increase Ca2+ diffusion rate and also en-
hance Ca2+ sequestration, thereby increasing the frequency.
Here, as in our lumped cytoplasmic model (cf Fig. 3 C),
the homeostatic parameter Ceq plays an important role (cf.
Fig. 8). For large Ceq the cell is hyperpolarized, and for
smaller Ceq it exhibits a stable membrane potential around
-40 mV. The full model also shows two types of bistablity:
coexistence of continuous spiking and the stable steady
state at -40 mV for a lower range of Ceq, and coexistence
of two time-independent steady states for a slightly higher
range of Ceq.
FIGURE 7 Changes in the frequency and time course of V as a function
of Ca2' handling parameters. (A) Reducing the PM Ca21 pump rate
slightly slows the oscillation. (B) Increased Ca2' buffering changes the AP
profile. The effect of increased buffering is modeled by decreasing D and
1/ by the factorfb, here from 1 to 0.2. Parameter values are as in Fig 4.
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FIGURE 8 Overall behavior of the full diffusion model as a function of
Ceq in a bifurcation diagram. Steady state value of V is plotted against Ceq
(labeled SS). Maximum and minimum of oscillatory V states are labeled
OSC. Here, as in Fig. 3 C for the lumped model, we find bistable behaviors
between steady states and oscillations. The unstable states are shown
dashed. Parameter values are as in Fig. 4, except that T = 0.2 s, and D,
Do = 15, 600 um2 s 1, respectively.
Relevance of the model to electrically
silent gonadotrophs
About 60% of the cells observed show periodic firing, while
most of the remaining cells show a stable steady potential
with V fixed at about -40 mV (Kukuljan et al., 1992). The
diagram in Fig. 8 suggests possible differences between the
active and the silent cells. Perhaps silent cells are found in
their stable rest state that may coexist with the oscillatory
state, or they might be tuned parametrically into the slightly
higher Ceq range. In the first case, a brief current pulse could
initiate spontaneous oscillations; this could be tested exper-
imentally for such cells. Our model allows an alternate
OSC(max)
OSC(min)
I
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explanation for some cells being silent. Under different
parameter conditions (e.g., with a larger conductance for
IK-DR or a smaller conductance for ICa-L) the model cell
does not fire spontaneously for any value of Ceq, i.e., the
periodic states (i.e., OSC-labeled in Fig. 8) no longer exist.
This latter situation may correspond to the case of silent,
unstimulated gonadotrophs (Fse and Hille, 1992, 1993) that
can be induced to fire repetitively when Bay K8644, an agonist
of the L-type Ca2+ channel, is applied (Rawlings et al., 1991).
Fig. 9 illustrates this possibility for a model cell that is spon-
taneously silent because its density of L-type Ca2+ channels is
lower than that in the spontaneously active model cells; the cell
rests stably at a voltage close to -40 mV. After a brief
hyperpolarizing current injection (Fig. 9, left arrow), the cell
recovers the -40 mV value in a damped oscillatory manner.
This damping is consistent with V time courses seen when
Ca2+ oscillations are induced by GnRH in electrically silent
gonadotrophs (Tse and Hille, 1992, Fig. 1 B; 1993, Fig. 2).
Model computations also indicate that, when the L-type Ca(+
channel conductance is increased in such cells, (e.g., in the
presence of Bay K8644), the same hyperpolarizing current
injection (Fig. 9, right arrow) switches the cell into a tonic
spiking state. These results suggest that a slight underexpres-
sion (overexpression) of channels carrying an inward (out-
ward) current is a possible reason why >30% of the unstimu-
lated cells are electrically silent under the same culture
conditions and why unstimulated cells are found active in one
laboratory (Kukuljan et al., 1992) but not in others (Rawlings
et al., 1991; Tse and Hille, 1992). However, different experi-
mental techniques or other differences not related to channel
expression can also render a cell electrically silent.
DISCUSSION
Most pituitary gland cells are electrically excitable, and
voltage-gated calcium channels are crucial for such excit-
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FIGURE 9 Responses of a model gonadotroph to electrophysiological
stimuli. This model cell is made incapable of maintained oscillations by
reducing the conductance of the normal L-type Ca2" current (to 5 nS/mM).
When a pulse of hyperpolarizing current (100 ms duration and 6 pA
amplitude) is applied, the cell hyperpolarizes transiently and recovers to the
resting voltage, -40 mV, in a damped oscillatory manner. When the
L-type Ca21 channel conductance is increased to 6.5 nS/mM, the resting
level changes slightly but remains stable. But now, the same pulse of
current injection initiates sustained oscillations. Parameter values are as in
Fig. 4.
ability (Ozawa and Sand, 1986). The spontaneous action
potential firing in these cells is associated with the small
amplitude and extracellular Ca2+-dependent fluctuations in
[Ca2+]i (Schlegel et al., 1987; lida et al., 1991; Rawlings et
al., 1991). Simultaneous measurements of membrane volt-
age and [Ca2+]i have revealed that a single action potential
leads to a marked [Ca2+]i spike in mouse lacto-somatotroph
and immortalized human corticotroph cell lines (Schlegel et
al., 1987; Guerineau et al., 1991). The present data demon-
strate that spontaneous action potential spiking also drives
small amplitude [Ca2+]i oscillations in rat pituitary gona-
dotrophs. We constructed a mathematical model that ac-
counts for these oscillations. Based on recent experimental
data, the model incorporates Hodgkin-Huxley-type channel
gating properties and a description of the spatiotemporal
distribution of [Ca2+]i.
We showed that the localized distribution of Ca2+ after
entering the cell exerts a strong influence on the frequency
and temporal profile of voltage firing. The existence of
Ca2+-dependent K+ channels makes the plasma membrane
activity sensitive to the Ca2+ distribution close to the
plasma membrane. On the other hand, Ca2+ diffuses rather
slowly within the cytoplasm because of 1) the high concen-
tration of Ca2+ buffers and 2) the intracellular Ca2+ pools
that sequester or release Ca2+ depending on [Ca2+]i level.
The effective diffusion coefficient (D) for Ca2+ in the
cytoplasm and the time scale T for the Ca2+ homeostasis of
the pool determines the action range of Ca2+ from its
source: ( = DfiT. This value has been estimated to be about
5 ,um (Allbritton et al., 1993). Therefore, we should expect
significantly localized elevation of Ca2+ within 5 ,um from
its source, the plasma membrane. Accurate description of
the Ca2+ handling of the cytoplasm becomes a necessary
part of the plasma membrane model. We showed that vary-
ing parameters that influence cytoplasmic Ca2+ handling
(parameters such as diffusion constant, buffers, pump ac-
tivity) can strongly modify the frequency and temporal
profile of action potential firing.
The lumped cytoplasm model is simple and straightfor-
ward but underestimates the hyperpolarizing effect of
IK-Ca. The full Ca2+ diffusion model correctly predicts
Ca2+ localization and the associated afterhyperpolarization,
but the simulation is more demanding. A compromise between
the two is a coarse discretization of the cell into just two
compartments. The thickness of the outer compartment is
proportional to DiT, the Ca2+ action range. The two-com-
partment model, with properly chosen lumped transport pa-
rameters, can also reproduce dynamic behaviors of both silent
and spontaneously active gonadotrophs satisfactorily (results
not shown). However, the parameter values for Ca2+ transport
between the two compartments cannot be strictly derived from
a full diffusion model but can only be empirically determined.
Although the dynamic behaviors of spontaneously active
and silent gonadotrophs appear quite different, the model
demonstrates that they can be explained by the same bio-
physical mechanisms incorporated into a set of differential
793Li et al.
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equations with closely associated ranges of parameter val-
ues. A slightly lower Ca21 conductance or a slightly higher
K+ conductance is sufficient to abolish spontaneous voltage
firing. The model predicts that tonic firing of APs can
probably occur in the silent gonadotrophs resting at the
characteristic -40 mV steady state. This could be facilitated
by increasing the conductance of Ca2+ channels or by
decreasing the delayed rectifier conductance. In accord with
this prediction, Rawlings et al. (1991) have reported that
enhancing the L-type Ca21 channel conductance by Bay
K8644 causes oscillatory [Ca21]i fluctuations in silent go-
nadotrophs. In our experiments, the percentage of the cells
showing spontaneous APs varies from preparation to prep-
aration (from 10 to 90%). This suggests that differences in
the expression of a certain channel type in cultured cells
might be crucial in determining the electrical status of these
cells in unstimulated conditions.
In conclusion, the present study provides a basis for
understanding the relationship between AP firing and Ca2+
signaling in unstimulated gonadotrophs. It also yields in-
sights into how the electrical status of gonadotrophs de-
pends on the channel conductance and how the plasma
membrane electrical activity is modulated by changes in
Ca2+ handling parameters of the cytoplasm. Moreover, be-
cause the plasma membrane channels found in gonado-
trophs are also found in other pituitary cell types, our model
may have more general relevance for understanding how
plasma membrane electrical activity controls Ca2+ entry
and the basal Ca2+ concentration in a wider range of un-
stimulated pituitary cells. Because in some pituitary cell
types [Ca2+]i variation is crucial in controlling basal hor-
mone secretion, the model could be used for further study of
the roles of the plasma membrane oscillator in [Ca2+]i-
secretion coupling. Of particular interest, the model allows
further investigation of the coupling between the two dis-
tinct [Ca2+]i oscillators, the plasma-membrane oscillator
and the agonist-induced cytoplasmic oscillator.
APPENDIX
Steady-state solution of the full model
We briefly demonstrate how the steady-state solution of the full system (Eqs.
1-5) can be obtained analytically. For simplicity, we use the scaled space
variable I = r/1 with L = R/1 and ( = >TDT. Let CR represent the equilibrium
value of C at the plasma membrane (i.e., when r = R or 1 = L). The
steady-state values of the gating variables (represented by q in Eq. 2) are
trivially determined by their respective equilibrium functions (qw(V6), where
V6 is the equilibrium value for V). The values of Vs and CR are determined by
the following transcendental equations, which are obtained by letting V = 0 in
Eq. 1 and aC/at = 0 in Eq 5 with C evaluated at the plasma membrane.
Iapp - IL(V) ICa-L(V) - ICa-T(V")
- IK-DR(V) IK-Ca(V CR) (9)
CS - _ {R Ajpm(VS CSR)
- Ceq =(;Do coth(L)L - 1
Where Ipm retains the definition in Eq. 5.
Once V and CR are determined, jpm(V, C`R) will also be fixed. The
steady-state calcium distribution (CS(1), 1 E [0, LI) can thus be obtained by
solving Eq. 5 with fixed Ipm(V, CR).
CtS(l) -Ceq R 1p(V, CR)L-l)(sinh(lL) (10)
Notice that Eq. 10 is identical to the second equation in Eq. 9 when I = L.
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